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Abstract

For crack initiation assessment under creep fatigue loading, in high temperature Fast
Reactor's components, specific approaches based on fracture mechanics analysis had to be
developed. In the present paper the crack initiation assessment method proposed in the A16
document is presented. The so called "a, method" is also validated on experimental results for
tubular specimens with internal axisymetric surface cracks. Experimental data are extracted
from the TERFIS program carried out on a sodium test device at the CEA cadarache.

Metallurgical examinations on TERFIS specimens confirm that the initiation assessment of
the "ad" approach is conservative even for a different geometry than the CT specimen on
which the method was set up. However, the conservatism is reduced when the creep residual
stress field is relaxed during the hold time. An investigation concerning this last point is
needed in order to know if relaxing the stress, when using a lower bound of the mechanical
properties, always keeps a safety margin.

1 Introduction:

The design of some weldment joints can lead to geometrical singularities. Creep-Fatigue
damage rules often propose to use a joint coefficient for the analysis of such singularities. As
this approach can be too conservative, an alternative method can be proposed with the
initiation time assessment of these flaws. For this a creep fatigue damage approach, initially
devoted to the analysis of uncracked structures, has been extended to the fracture mechanics
domain, where the elastic stress-train field can reach infinity around the crack tip. This
method, called the "od approach" is proposed in the A16 document [1], which gather up a
wide range of tools necessary for fracture mechanics analyses. The specificity of this
approach is to define an intrinsic distance "d" from the crack tip, where the results of an
elastic analysis of the cracked body can be used, and sensitivity of the stress-strain field to the
computation method is avoided. Cyclic and constant inelastic loading at the distance "d" are
estimated with a simplified method. These inelastic loads give a fatigue and a creep damage
with respectively a Manson Coffin and a Katchanov criteria, both identified for an uncracked
specimen. The analysis is finally completed with an initiation assessment curve based on a
Creep-Fatigue damage interaction diagram.

In the first part of the paper, after a brief historical aspect introducing the so called "ad

method", the whole initiation assessment procedure is presented according the A16 document.
Then, an experimental validation of the "ad method" is proposed for tubular specimens with
internal axisymetric surface cracks. Experimental results are extracted from the TERFIS
program carried out at Cadarache. In this program crack initiation and crack growth are
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observed for the 316L stainless steel under mechanical and thermal creep-fatigue loading at
600° C on a sodium test device. The "a, method" initiation assessment is compared with-the
metallurgical examinations for the TERFIS specimens dedicated to the initiation analysis.

2 The a, method:

2-1 Distance d:

In fracture mechanics the elastic stress-strain field is infinite at the crack tip according the
WESTERGAARD [2] solution, such results can't be used in an initiation criteria unless they
are observed at an intrinsic distance "d" from the crack tip. In 1980 D'ESCATHA et al. [3]
proposed to compute the distance "d" for a cracked specimen under a fatigue loading with an
elastic approach and the CREAGER formula. Then many authors [4] [5] [6] extended this
method to the austenitic stainless steel, with an elastoplastic estimation of the cyclic stress
based on the NEUBER's rule. These previous studies showed that it exists an intrinsic
distance "d" for initiation assessment approximately equal to the average of the material grain
size. More recently a procedure to introduce the elastoplastic stress-strain field at the distance
"d" in an initiation criteria (the ad method) was proposed by ROCHE [7], MOULIN et al.
[8][9] and AUTRUSSON et al. [10] for a fatigue and a creep-fatigue loading. In these
approaches fatigue and creep damages (V and W) for initiation assessment are respectively
computed with a Manson Coffin and a Katchanov criteria, both identified on an uncracked
tensile specimen. Then the creep fatigue interaction diagram of the RCC-MR is used as an
initiation assessment curve of the considered flaw.

Since, the ad method has been validated by LAIARINANDRASANA [11] on a wide range
of experimental results for CT specimens under creep-fatigue loading; moreover applications
have been made for tubular notched specimens under complex thermal loading by POETTE
[12].

ie crack initiation assessment with the o, method

As it is mentioned above in this approach the cumulated damage due to the creep-fatigue
loading is separated in two parts :

• V is the fatigue damage due to the cyclic loading
• W is the creep damage due to the constant loading

The procedure to compute V and W according the A16 document is the following.

2-2-1 Cyclic loading :

After an elastic analysis of the strain-stress field applied to the structure, parameters to
compute are:

• AK,: the mode one stress intensity factor range applied to the crack during a
characteristic creep-fatigue cycle. Elastic stress intensity factors can be computed
with weight functions or a Finite Element analysis.

• Aad: the maximal elastic main stress range in the crack plane at the distance d, it is
calculated with the CREAGER formula :
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J2.n.r
(1)

where r=d + p/2, d = 50 p.m for the 316L stainless steel and p is the crack tip
radius

the reference stress range for the cracked body, due to a primary load range AP

(2)

where AP is the primary load range norm, according the limit load sense, PL is
the limit load of the cracked body, and oy the hield stress.

• As9: the elasto-plastic strain range at the distance d from the crack tip under Acrd ,
with the cyclic curve at the highest temperature of the creep-fatigue cycle. To
compute this parameter a simplified method based on the NEUBER's rule is used,
like described on figure 1.

cyclic behaviour curve

Neuter's curve Aad.A£* = constante

Ae' AE

Figure 1 : Elastoplastic strain range at the distance d

For the creep damage due to the constant loading during the hold time parameters to
compute are :

• a l d: the elastoplastic stress at the distance d at the beginning of the hold time.

aM=0,5.Aa* (3)

where Aa* is the elastoplastic stress range on figure 1, and 0,5 the
symetrisation factor of the stabilised cyclic curve.

• A ^ the creep strain range during the hold time.
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= f kf(o (4)

where t8*01" is the hold time length and sf the creep strain rate according the
material creep law

The fatigue damage V is coming with :

V = N/NR

where NR is the number of cycles to failure at (Ae*11 + A£f)/1.5, evaluated on a
fatigue failure assessment diagram based on the Manson Coffin criteria, and N
the number of creep-fatigue cycles.

The creep damage W is computed as :

W=N.
TR(ou{t))

where TR(CTM) is the creep time to failure under the stress au , , computed on a
creep failure assessment curve based on the Katchanov criteria.

2-2-4 Creep-fatigue interaction diagram:

The creep-fatigue interaction diagram from the RCC-MR is used as an initiation
assessment curve. So, initiation occurs when the representative damage point (V,W) is
located outside the safe domain represented on figure 2.

W

1.

0.3

Initiation curve

0.3 1.

Figure 2 : creep-fatigue interaction diagram
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3 TERFIS program :

The TERFIS program is carried out on an experimental sodium loop. The goal is to give
quantitative estimations of crack initiation times and subsequent crack growth of flaws, for
tubular geometry in representative creep-fatigue conditions of the LMFBR structures (i.e. low
primary stress and high secondary stress).A lot of specimens have been tested since the
beginning of this program; in the present study, experimental results are initiation times of
axisymetric inner wall electroeroded notches.

3-1 Test device description :

The test specimens, shown on figure 3, are thick 316L(N) tubes with axisymetric inner
wall electroeroded notches. Geometrical characteristics are the followings:

• internal radius Ri = 18 mm
• thickness t = 12 mm
• crack depths a = 0.5 mm, a = 1 mm, a = 2 mm, a = 4 mm
• specimen length L = 120 mm

The primary load is applied with a pneumatic jack and is equivalent to an axial nominal
stress Pm = 29 MPa. The secondary load is a residual stress state due to an outside cold
thermal sodium shock from 600°C to 350 °C applied outside the tube. This residual stress
field is hold at an homogeneous temperature of 600°C and every two hours a new shock is
made in order to get a periodic creep-fatigue cycle.

pneumatic
jack

hot static
sodium . cracked

sample

cold dynami
sodium

Figure 3 : Technical scheme of the TERFIS bench test.
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3-2 Loading identification

The thermal loading during the cold shock is shown on figure 4, the linear part of the
temperature distribution through the thickness has been identified and reach a maximum of
180°C four second after the beginning of the shock. A simulation of the stress state during the
thermal shock on figure 5 shows that plasticity lead to a tension residual stress field around
the crack tip when the temperature is back to 600°C.

hot static
sodium
(600°c)

dynamic
sodium
(200°C)

200
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Figure 4 : Temperature-time distribution through the thickness during the thermal shock

T : Tension
C : Compression

hot
sodium

cold
sodium

Tension Pm = 29 MPa Tension Pm = 29 MPa
Thermal shock ATI = 180°C

Residual stress field at an
homogeneous temperature of
600°C

Figure 5 : Axial stress field o^ in the TERFIS specimen during a creep fatigue cycle.
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The strain-stress path during the creep fatigue cycle is illustrated on a mono-dimensionnal
example on figure 6, and shows that plasticity lead to a residual stress state when an elastic
behaviour doesn't. To evaluate the magnitude of this residual stress state we use a monotonic
equivalent load based on the remark that the stabilised cycle tend to be symmetric. So the
creep tension level (crkd in paragraph 2-2-2) is half of the whole fatigue elasto-plastic stress
range (Aa* in paragraph 2-2-2).

residual stress at 600 °C

Stabilized cycle

Ae during the thermal shock

Figure 6 : Strain stress path for an elastic and an elastoplastic behaviour
during the thermal shock

3-3 Experimental results

Experimental results for initiation are summarised in the following table :

Table 1 : TERFIS experimental results for crack initiation

Specimen

1
2

Initial crack depth
(mm)

4
0.5
1.
2.

Final crack depth
(mm)
4.05
-0.5
-1.05
-2.05

Number of cycles

10
10
10
10

Detail of the crack tip after ten cycles for the specimen 1 is shown on figure 7. According
to the metallurgical examinations we can consider that initiation under ten creep-fatigue
cycles is significant for the specimens with an initial crack depth of 1, 2 and 4 mm.
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Figure 7 : Detail of the specimen 1 crack tip after 10 creep-fatigue cycles.

4 Validation of the o^ method :

The validation consists in comparing the ad crack initiation assessment with experimental
remarks of the paragraph 3-3

4-1 Cyclic loading :

The elastic stress intensity factors in mode I have been computed with the Finite Element
code CASTEM 2000; the range is deduced from :

: only the primary tension load is applied (Pm = 29 MPa)
: the thermal bending (ATI = 180 °C), with compression for the inner wall, is

superposed to the tension load

Table 2 : Stress intensity factor range versus crack depth

crack depth a
(mm)

0.5
1
2
4

a/t

0.042
0.083
0.167
0.333

K^. (MPa.m0J )

-13.5
-18.5
-23.2
-26.2

K ^ (MPa.m" )

1.2
1.7
2.5
3.7

AK, (MPa.m0J)

14.7
20.2
25.7
29.9

Elastic properties at 500°C are:

• Young Modulus : E = 153000 MPa
• thermal expansion : <x= 18,3.10* °C1

• Poisson ratio : v = 0.3

Other parameters are computed according the ad method described in section 2-2-1
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Table 3 : Elastoplastic stress-strain range at the distance d with tensile cyclic curve at 500°C
(A3-IS of the RCC-MR [13])

a/t

0.042
0.083
0.167
0.333

A<rd (MPa)

819
1126
1432
1666

Ae' (%)

0.7
1.08
1.51
1.87

Acr*(MPa)

538
660
765
837

0
0
0
0

4-2 Creep loading :

4-2-1 Stress relaxation

The influence of the stress relaxation on the creep damage has been tested. The hold stress
aM is relaxed according the RCC-MR RB3200 [14] rule described bellow.

During the relaxation the stress-strain path is given by the elastic follow up equation :

where Aef is the cumulated equivalent creep strain during the hold time, CR the
elastic follow up ratio (CR =3), E the Young modulus at 600°C (E = 145000
MPa), aw the stress at t=0 and aR the relaxed stress.

In order to compute the relaxed stress versus the time we also need the primary or the
secondary creep law; the second one is used when the primary creep strain rate is smaller than
the secondary creep strain rate for the same stress level crR(t).

Primary creep law ef(t) = K.AE*f(t).o
y
R(t)

Secondary creep law ef(t)~ 100. C.a"R (/)

(6)

(7)

where ef is the creep strain rate and K, x, y, C and n are the creep law parameters at
600°C:

K = 2.2812.1024

x = -0.9478
y = 9.0425
C = 2.268.10"24

n = 8.2

These parameters are given for ef (%.h'), Aef (%) and aR (MPa).

The relaxed stress aR(t) and the cumulated creep strain Aef are the solutions of a first order
non-linear differential equation established with (5),(6) and (7). They are given in the
following table :
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Table 3 : Relaxed stress and cumulated creep strain during the hold time.

a/t

0.042
0.083
0.167
0.333

akd(MPa)

269
330
382
418

aR (t=2h) (MPa)

209
228
240
246

Aef(t=2h) (%)

0.12
0.21
0.29
0.35

4-3 Fatigue and creep damages :

The creep and fatigue failure assessment curves are shown on figure 8 and 9, and are
extracted from the reference [13]. The fatigue damage V and the creep damage W are
computed according the section 2-2-3 and are summarised in the following table :

Table 4 : Creep and fatigue damages

a/t
0.5/12

1/12
2/12
4/12

without
V

0.71
1.32
2.21
3.09

relaxation
W

0.76
7.87
58.
201

with relaxation
V

0.59
0.94
1.33
1.65

W
0.11
0.4
0.98
1.72

!;!• I • i: i t Li 1 i 1 J: I I - L I ! H j l "i

Figure 8 : Number of cycles to failure for a
fatigue strain range As
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Figure 10 : oi initiation assessment in the creep-fatigue interaction diagram

In some cases the creep failure assessment curve of figure 9 had to be extrapolated for
stresses greater than 353 MPa, and the fatigue failure assessment curve of figure 8 had to. be
extrapolated for strain ranges greater than 0.915 %.

The figure 10 represents the localisation of each cracks in the logscale creep fatigue
initiation assessment diagram. We can see that the hypothesis of a non relaxed stress during
the hold time always give a conservative initiation assessment compared to experimental
observations of section 3-3. However, this conservatism is reduced when the stress is relaxed
and lead to assess that the crack with an initial depth of 0.5 mm will not initiate although it is
very close to the initiation curve. As the 1 mm crack initiated, we can think that the 0.5 one
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was not so far from initiation after 10 cycles; so it seems that in this case the ad method, used
with a lower bound of the creep and fatigue failure assessment curves, should assess initiation
for the 0.5 mm crack.

Concerning the thermal residual stress relaxation, an investigation should be done in order
to analyse the sensitivity of the initiation assessment to the mechanical properties, when the
representative damage point is close to the initiation curve.

5 Conclusions :

Initiation assessment for design singularities requires a specific approach like the od

method presented above. The fundamental concept of this method is to consider that the
singular strain-stress field around the crack is characterised by its magnitude at a distance d
from the tip, where the computation of a creep-fatigue damage can be used to assess crack
initiation. In the ad method, creep damage and fatigue damage are calculated separately with
respectively a stress criteria (Katchanov) and a strain criteria (Manson Coffin). Moreover the
method used an elastic analysis coupled with a simplified approach to compute stress and
strain at the distance d.

The ad approach has been formatted as a procedure in the Al6 document and a validation
on a tubular geometry with an internal axisymetric surface crack is proposed. Experimental
crack initiation data are coming from the TERFIS program carried out at Cadarache. The
sensitivity of the ad crack initiation assessment to the stress relaxation has been tested. For
this last point it appears that an investigation is needed to know if relaxing the stress, when
using a lower bound of the creep and fatigue failure assessment curves, always assess
initiation with a safety margin. However the method is always conservative, compared to the
present experimental data, when the thermal residual creep stress is kept constant during the
hold time.
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